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I missed the mark on this one and was unimpressed with the entire "comic" book idea. Amazon's
service was great as always and I can't complain at all about Amazon - strictly a product review. I
wouldn't recommend the book to anyone. It's my own fault really for purchasing because the truth is,
I didn't like the whole comic book layout/story. If that's what you like - you may enjoy it.

Edit: I did read this on my friends Kindle after Amazon gave me a refund for the one I bought, I
guess you can buy this on kindle if you can click on every page to zoom in and out, The Kindle
version gets 2 stars just cause it is annoying to do this. But the book it self gets 5, it is amazing and I
really loved it, it shows you that having the right people around you can really make a difference.

Pay new employees $2000 to quit. Make customer service the entire company, not just a
department. Focus on company culture as the #1 priority. Apply research from the science of
happiness to running a business. Help employees grow both personally and professionally. Seek to
change the world. Oh, and make money too.

DelivÂerÂing HapÂpiÂness: A Path to ProfÂits PasÂsion and PurÂpose by Tony Hsieh is a
wonÂderÂful graphic adapÂtaÂtion of the book and cerÂtainly brings out the main points across.
As with many good busiÂness books, this one also left me with ideas on how to impleÂment what I
learned at my job.

Zappos CEO Hsieh offers a compelling account of his transformation from callow Harvard student
entrepreneur through his years as a dot-com wunderkind to the creator of a formidable brand.
Interest might flag as Hsieh, fresh off selling his Internet company LinkExchange to Yahoo in 1999
for $265 million, kvetches about lacking fulfillment. But as the tech boom bursts, and Hsieh confronts
his dwindling investments, his story comes alive.

In 1999, at the age of 24, Tony Hsieh (pronounced Shay) sold LinkExchange, the company he
co-founded, to Microsoft for $265 million. He then joined Zappos.com as an advisor and investor,
and eventually became CEO, where he helped Zappos.com grow from almost no sales to over $1
billion in gross merchandise sales annually, while simultaneously making Fortune magazineâ€™s
annual â€œBest Companies to Work Forâ€• list. In November 2009, Zappos.com was acquired by
Amazon.com in a deal valued at $1.2 billion on the day of closing.

Tonyâ€™s first book, Delivering Happiness, was published on June 7, 2010, and outlines his path
from starting a worm farm to life at Zappos.com. Tony shows how a very different kind of corporate
culture is a powerful model for achieving success and happiness. Delivering Happiness debuted at
#1 on the New York Times Bestseller list and remained on the list for 27 consecutive weeks.

Tony is an entreÂpreÂneur by blood. He started his own earthÂworm farm at 9, moved on to
newsÂpaÂper routes and made cusÂtom butÂtons and more. As Tony disÂcovÂered
comÂputÂers he became a tester for video games, a proÂgramÂmer and worked for OraÂcle
while creÂatÂing LinkExÂchange. Tonyâ€™s comÂpany was sold to Microsoft for $265 million.

Always lookÂing for the next great opporÂtuÂnity, Tony started a venÂture capÂiÂtal
comÂpany and got involved with Zappos.com. Along the way the author learned many life lessons,
includÂing his desire to be fulÂfilled. A desire, I must say, which is much easÂier to achieve with a



pocket full of money!
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